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Greetings from il Capo
I

t is hard to imagine a time when I was not involved with
a Desmo Owners Club. Thirteen years ago there were no
significant United States clubs and events, so I joined the
Ducati Owners Club of Canada and acted as their Southeast
Regional Representative. After seven years in that capacity, it
became apparent the Southeast Region was almost as active
as the parent club. Ducati was looking for someone to start
a United States equivalent and asked Clyde and me to get it
done—thus the name of our club, US DESMO. This caused
some confusion because Ducati North America management
changed shortly thereafter, and then we got questions as to
why we considered ourselves a national club when DNA wanted
regional efforts.
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I asked my son Tony to write another article for the club.
His first two rallies on his new bike would give us a different
perspective from the usual reports. Unfortunately, he bought
his first house and has other priorities so the old stand in is at
it again. John Bullard wrote a whimsical article on his track
day at Carolina Motorsport Park that I just had to print. John
does own a Ducati but used an SV650 for the track day. I have
informed him he needs a 900 SS to replace that bike.

by John Bullard

The USual Suspects
4
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With the current tough economic times, it is not surprising to
see attendance down for events. All three rallies this year were
off by 25%, and our last track weekend was off by 35%. Our
club is run not for profit, but we are being more successful than
I had hoped. We are doing fine, and the club balance sheet will
be close to zero at the end of the year—a normal occurrence, so
it is not a problem.
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Advertisement Rates

The MotoGP at Indy was a big, soggy success. The camaraderie
of being in a Ducati-only area was fantastic, and our club
got noticed by a lot of people who did not know about us. We
signed up about twenty new members, some from pretty far
away places. Vicki Smith of Ducati dot net fame put together
a wonderful package that included Mugello-style stands with
the famous red-and-white poster boards spelling out important
words like “Ducati.” Too bad we could not have had her
continued on page 28
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Inside Covers, Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300
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The print run is 1500 copies.
Contact us for ad speciﬁcations.

Ad rate is for four issues

Advertise on the US Desmo web site with a
banner ad for only $75 per year.

US Desmo Incorporated
P.O. Box 615
Waxhaw, NC 28173
www.usdesmo.com

The use of information in the Desmo Leanings is entirely the responsibility of the reader. No liability is accepted by the Editors, USDESMO
Committee, USDESMO members or contributors to Desmo Leanings for the loss, damage or injury resulting from the direct or indirect
use of information in Desmo Leanings and any errors or omissions therein. The views in Desmo Leanings are not necessarily those of the
Editor or the Committee of the US DESMO INC. Any reproduction of articles, photos or other such material without the written permission
of the Editor or creator is liable to copyright infringement.
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Cover photo by Jim Calandro. “Sometimes you have to ride over a 100 miles to see the fall
colors. In this case it was only 300 yards from my driveway.”
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Six years later and we still go by the same name but are more
of a Southeast United States club with a magazine that gets
international circulation. One copy goes to Australia and
several to Canada. A few do find their way to Italy for sure,
but I do not think that would surprise anyone. It is amazing
to see some of the states to which we ship magazines for our
members. California, Montana, and Arizona, to mention a
few where you would not normally expect a Southeast club to
have members. I guess being the only publication with Ducatispecific information available helps.

Jim Calandro . . . . . . . . . . . . .il Capo
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Piazza Del Mercato
2000 Cagiva Gran Canyon Bike is well sorted out and in good condition. Very
comprehensive service just done. New tires. Bike has centerstand, heated grips, OEM
hard saddle bags, and top tail trunk. Also included are 28 liter tank panniers and a
Tourtech tank bag. Red with silver highlights. About 34,000 miles. Original pieces and
other extras included. $4750 loaded; $4250 without the 5 bags and spares.
Craig Hunley, Charlotte, NC. cchunley@bellsouth.net or (704) 576-3447

Quality Paint &
Body Repair for
Motorcycles

2007 Ducati 1098 Stock
Yellow, Termi slip-ons, ecu, and airfilter package. Stock system, ecu, and airfilter;
included in sale. The bike has 3378 miles and is in perfect operating condition.
All maintance has been performed by Ducati dealers.
Asking $14,000; more info email Nick at tahoemm@yahoo.com or call 704-616-5085
2002 Malaguti F-15 Ben Bostrom Ducati Limited Edition Scooter/Track Bike, No. 114 of
155 and autographed by Ben Bostrom.
49cc, 1.2HP, as new, kept in climate-controlled storage, 16 miles! Yes, 16 miles. Includes
Malaguti cover. A blast to ride. Fun, very collectable and about a ’gillion miles-to-thegallon! $2990 e-mail: gee.man247@gmail.com

Factory or
Custom Colors
& Designs

www.gregseuromotopaint.com
GREG PETTIGREW
Monroe, North Carolina
GCLJgrew@aol.com

Track body work (front fender, top fairing, bottom fairing, and tail piece for 749 or 999)
Hot Bodies painted by Greg’s Restoration and Paints in the classic F1 tri color. Comes
with Yoyodyne aluminum fairing stay and six Dzus fasteners. The bike they are mounted
on has never been down or damaged in any way so the body work is perfect. All
graphics are on top of the paint and can be removed to suit your own taste.
$1,000 OBO. Jim 704-843-0429 or capo@carolina.rr.com

704.989.0696

REFERENCES ON REQUEST

BMC single sided swing arm rear stand.
Fits 748 through 998 Superbike and S2R, Multistrada, and S4R series Monsters.
$75 OBO. Jim 704-843-0429 or capo@carolina.rr.com

2009 Scorpion EXO 1000 Helmet: Fantastic new helmet from Scorpion USA. Fiberglass/
Kevlar Matrix Shell, Snell Certified. Excellent cooling vents, pull-down tinted visor, No-Fog
shield, air-adjustable cheek-pads for fit. This helmet was slightly too small for me, so I got
a larger size. The true fit is probably close to 7 1/8 size. Color is Matte Black. Retail price is
$339. I have worn this helmet 6 times before getting a larger one. First $200 gets it.
Bill Kniegge 704.292.8801 Waxhaw, NC billk@bluestradatours.com
1987 Ducati 750 Paso Limited
One of 50 that came to the US in white livery. Original with 5k miles. Has some cracks in
the upper fairing.
$3995 ducatierv@aol.com
2001 Red Ducati 748E Biposto
9k miles stock, rear seat recovered great condition throughout.
$6995 ducatierv@aol.com
Classified ads are free for US Desmo members. Spring issue deadline is February 28. Summer issue deadline is May 31. Autumn
issue deadline is August 31. Winter issue deadline is November 30. Please provide an accurate description, price and contact
information, plus a digital photograph. You can also list a classified ad on the US Desmo web site, www.usdesmo.com.
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Indianapolis MotoGP

with Swatt Rear Sets.

by Jim ‘il Capo’ Calandro, Member #000001,
photos by Jim Calandro, Steve Leukanech, Rick Kehoe, and Frank Wiedman

Position your pegs and adopt a riding style
that’s perfect for you.
Designed for adjustability.
Built for comfort.
Replacement parts
available separately.

Ducati Super Sport
Rear Sets

Rear Sets:
• Perfect pegs that suit all preferences:
combining both round and oval profiles
• Serrated pegs for positive foot placement
• Internal eccentrics provide adjustment
• Mounting boss for shifter attachment
• Embedded 10-mm steel inserts reinforce
mounting shanks
• Removable heel guards
• Constructed from 6061 T6 alloy with black
anodized finish
• Shifter mechanism available with bronze
bushing for precise, smooth action

All parts available individually

I

have always wanted to attend a MotoGP, but Laguna
Seca is so far away and the weather is so hot there
that it has never had much appeal to me. Besides, I
am an East-Coast kind of guy. When it was announced
that the event was coming to Indy, I knew I was destined
to go; and when Vicki Smith announced the Project
Mugello, the suspense was over. Fortunately, I was
strong enough to consider even riding up, so it was with
great anticipation I planned on going.
As the event became clearer in my mind, it was
obvious I would have to trailer up. I needed to be there
earlier than I had planned, and with the large club area
Vicki planned, I needed to bring lots of stuff. I booked
my room, found roommates and a travel partner, and I
was all set. The great wisdom of my decision to trailer up

rather than ride came in the form of Ike. A late season
hurricane that headed up the interior of our country
rather than its usual coastal path left us traveling almost
all day in the rain. Good planning!
David Grogan, who doubles as our magazine’s
proofreader [Saving Jim from mistakes such as his
spelling proofreader as two words–DG], joined me for
the trip. Nothing like ten hours in a car to get to know
someone you already thought you knew. Most of the rain
was in the dark; we departed at four, so it was very dark.
Somehow it always managed to clear up when we needed
to stop for gas, and the trip went smoothly. We arrived
at the track early enough to unload all our club stuff at
the track and head to the hotel. It was unfortunate that
David had a separate hotel from mine, but it was within

Ducati Superbike Rear Sets
(viewed from back face)
All parts available individually

Manufacturers of quality billet products
exclusively for fine Italian motorcycles.
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tradition of renting a house, on a hill of course, at Laguna
Seca and then subletting floor space to pay for it. They
also have a dinner on Friday night, and George Betzhold
wanted to carry this tradition to the Indy MotoGP. Well,
George outdid himself with wonderful Italian food and
over 200 participants. Notables like Cook Neilson, Phil
Shilling, and Paul Smart came to join the cognoscenti.
That turned out to be fortunate for me, because I had
carried up the tail section to my Ducati Paul Smart Sport
Classic. Paul was very gracious to sign it for me and
even posed for several pictures. This is the first time I
have ever thought about having a signature on one of my
bikes, and it is the right bike and person to be sure.
Beer and wine flowed freely all night, and it was a

Visit www.usdesmo.com for pdf versions of previous Leanings issues, picture
galleries, membership and registration forms, and the discussion forum!

V.I.P.

First-class service at
the Racing Capitol
of the World.
d.

2009 Indianapolis MotoGP

 Three-nights hotel
 Transportation to and
d
from the IMS track
 Private infield suite,
food and open bar
 Reserved open-air
seating in turn # 1
 Paddock/pit access.

August 27-30, 2009

EXCLUSIVE
Limited Availability

Premium 4-Day Credentials Package

be part of it.
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PLEASE USE THIS REVISED AD

MotoPouch

very nice party. No one did anything they could not tell
their mother about, and several exotic bikes were to be
seen and heard. It was a last-minute idea that went off
without an apparent hitch. I say that because I saw the
look on George’s face all night worrying about a problem.
Good job, George. Now all you have to do is outdo
yourself next year.
Saturday brought some sunshine and more people
to the event. Part of my commitment to Vicki was to
help man the hospitality tent. Well, I went over and the

As agreed, this new ad above is for USDESMO / Desmo Leanings Magazine. This ad is to be run for the following
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Will be the ﬁrst ad of the new 4-time/1-year ad contract for 2009 that runs from
Summer 2009, Autumn 2009, Winter 2010, Spring 2010.
New Artwork will be supplied for Autumn 2009,Winter 2010, Spring 2010.

	


HIDDEN STORAGE BAGS
$39.95 each

SADDLEBAG LINERS
$89.95 a pair

Have you ever wished for a more convenient way to carry those spare tools or
emergency items? Or struggled with loose items spilling from your saddlebags?
Check out a storage solution from MotoPouch!
Visit www.motopouch.com or call 619-995-3707.
ACCEPTING DEALER INQUIRIES
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walking distance so was not a real problem.
Friday, we rode to the track in a light rain and got
to park in the Ducati-only parking right in the Ducati
area. There was a special tent to check your gear, which
was good because most of the riders had lots of it in an
attempt to stay dry. The booth area was covered, and
one of the local clubs had provided tables and chairs. We
shared our booth with the Ducati Owners Club of Canada
and long-time friends Steven and Linda Warburton. They
have been to many US DESMO events, so it was like old
home week.

www.USDESMO.com

WINTER 2008

The whole day saw rain off and on, but it was not
heavy, and we got to see a lot of the exhibitors and other
clubs. The traffic through our booth was pretty heavy all
day long, and we signed up a few new members, renewed
a few more, and gave away a bunch of magazines. That
was good, because I had brought up about four hundred
and did not want to try to carry them back on my bike.
The club was fortunate to have many members come
and volunteer to help man or woman the booth. This
allowed me to wander around some and see all the bikes,
displays, and some of the practice sessions.
Friday night was the Hill House East dinner. For
those of you unfamiliar, a group of Ducatisti has a
WINTER 2008
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people in who were not entitled to have access. No Ducati
registration, no service! David Grogan did “lend” his two
Ducati registrations to Gerhard Alf and his son, Kevin,
two US DESMO members who are Ducati owners but
had not brought their registrations–breaking the letter of
the rules but not their spirit.
Later in the day when I was working that same
table, I was looking for arm bands on those who were
walking though and stopped one person who did not have
one. The person who was with him said, “You have got
to be kidding. Do you know who he is?” Well, not really,
because I was looking at his wrist rather than his face.
But looking up, I instantly recognized the distinctive look
of Larry Pegram. I explained that he really needs an arm

staff that was on duty first would not let me in. They are
instructed to require a registration, and I had only my
Ducati key with me. Fortunately, I had my registration
under my seat. I asked if I went over and started my
bike up–it was about fifteen feet from their table–if that
would be enough. The lady I was talking to looked at
me very strangely but did not say anything. I went to
walk to my bike when someone said, “He is OK; that
is Jim Calandro!” The young lady was not impressed,
but she let the other gentleman put on my arm band.
Too bad Vicki has been forced to use these new rules.
Apparently people have been passing around keys to get

time for stopping in an area where we should not be, but
instead he was concerned to see a biker running up the
road in full gear and helmet and was wondering if there
was an accident or injury. I reassured him it was only a
logistical problem and we were OK and thanked him for
his concern.
By then David had returned huffing and puffing but
with ticket in hand. Of course the group was long gone,
and we just followed the directions we had. What was a
real concern was spotting the turn before we went past
it. There are no early warning signs to tell you what
road is coming up, and all the roads were at a less than
90 degree angle, so the signs were hard to read. All of a
sudden we could see a large group of bikes up ahead, and
we caught them just as they turned onto the highway
that led to the track. The good news is the police had all
the side streets blocked, and we just sailed into the track.
band, because his wrists looked just like anyone else’s.
Larry, showing that he has a sense of humor, said, “You
should be able to tell it was me by all the scars!” When
he left the hospitality area later, he was quick to show
me his scars. Larry is a good man and does not have an
exaggerated sense of self. I like that.
Sunday was the long red snake ride to the track
from Ducati of Indy. Not as many bikes showed up as
Vicki had hoped for, but it was both early and looked
like rain. We had around 100 bikes, so of course we left
a little later than planned. We all had directions, so if
we got separated we could still find the track. As we left
and started to pick up speed on the main road, I saw
something go flying by my helmet. I thought to myself
that looks like a ticket to the race and some poor sap has
just had it fly out of his pocket. Do I stop for it and loose
the group?
Well, within 100 feet not only do I see the poor sap
by the side of the road, but I realize it is my poor sap,

The weather took its toll in the Ducati parking area.
Photographer unknown

Specialized motorcycle service, repair
and restoration including performance
tuning, track day and race prep.
Factory and aftermarket parts and
performance parts for suspensions,
exhaust systems, engine internals,
engine management, wheels and tires, comfort enhancements, and more.

Gabriele Del Torchio, the CEO of Ducati peruses an issue of Leanings.

Mark P. Gillotte
Owner
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The rain even held off, so the day started well. Too bad it
did not last.
After getting to see some exciting qualifying in the
dry, it looked like a wet race. I am sure you have seen
the race on television and know how it all went, but you
cannot appreciate the weather if you were not there. Sure
a lot of rain fell, but the wind was something to behold.
It blew bikes over and knocked down a very large tent

David Grogan! :-0 I pulled over and told him I saw it
come out and where I thought it was. David hot-footed
it up the road, and I stayed with both bikes. He was
about half-way there when a local police car stopped by
to check on us. I figured he was going to give us a hard
WINTER 2008

WINTER 2008

Gary Egan with his well-worn Multistrada
photo by Rick Kehoe
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Yamaha had set up. We saw a lot of ambulances going to
that site. Valentino is impressive at everything he does
and is a great showman. Nicky Hayden gave us hope for
his future both as one of the few American riders but also
as a future Ducati rider. Casey Stoner was injured, and
we could see at his autograph sessions he was in pain.
His wrist was bandaged, and he kept it off the table. Not
a good sign.
Despite the torrential rain and winds, the crowd at
the Ducati area remained large all day. There were a lot

northern states, but once we reached North Carolina, we
had no gas. We called a club member to see if he knew
where we might get some, but he was not home. Maybe
he ran out of gas? We took a back road hoping it was just
an interstate problem, but that did not help. Heading
back to the interstate, with the low-fuel light having

Thirteenth Annual
Ducks Fly South Rally
by Jim ‘il Capo’ Calandro, Member #000001, photos by Jim Calandro

T

his year’s event had a significance that cannot be
adequately described in words. Ducks Fly South
has been around for 13 years, but last year I
thought it might be my last. I am very happy to report
that I not only attended but rode to and from the rally
on a bike, rather than in my wife’s Mini Cooper like last
year. My son Tony, Bob Lattanzi, and Bob’s girlfriend
Marissa accompanied me. It was great to have good
company not only to make the trip more interesting

of the unwashed who came by to see all the red bikes.
Well, they are not all red–my Monster is silver–but you
get the idea. We even had a visit by Gabriele Del Torchio,
the CEO of Ducati, who came by to say a few words to us.
Pictures were taken for sure. All our club hats, stickers,

patches, and watches were sold, and we had only about
five magazines left at the end of the day!
We were fortunate our ride back to the hotel was
uneventful. Lots of downed tree limbs and leaves, but it
did not rain at all. We elected to take surface streets to
avoid the traffic heading to the interstate, plus riding on
the interstate with all the construction and the high side
winds did not seem like a good plan.
Our trip home on Monday was very anticlimactic. No
rain, no rush, and no gas! We were fine in all of the more
12

graced us with its cheery glow for about 20 miles, we
not only found a gas station with gas, but dinner, too.
The Pizza Hut next door had a woman stationed under
an easy-up with pizza for sale. Anything you wanted as
long as it was a large pepperoni. Henry Ford would have
been proud of her. We ate and drove home very tired
but glad to have some gas in our tank and an end to our
adventure. Would we do it again? In a heartbeat!

www.USDESMO.com
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The first part of the trip was mostly straight roads,
and the Monster and I got along famously. I was a
little concerned about the lack of a real fairing on the
higher-speed roads, but it was never a problem. Big
tractor trailers did make it move around some, but we
all had that problem. The seat was OK, but if I get in the
habit of using this bike for longer trips, I will need an
aftermarket seat for sure. Once we left SC Highway 11,
it was literally all uphill. My lack of riding on mountain
roads for the last two years really started to show. Tony
kept wondering why I was slowing down so much for
corners. He and I ride a lot together locally on roads, so I
know he has gotten used to a certain pace. Not that day!
He thought I was sleeping. Oh well, such is the price for
old age.
We stopped for one Kodak moment and still got to
the hotel early so I could get the event set up and started.
We have stayed at the Ramada Inn in Hiawassee for
the last four years, and they continue to do a great job
to assure our return. Attendance was down this year by

but as backup. This was my first
long bike trip in over two years, so
anything was possible. On top of that
there was a gasoline shortage in the
mountains courtesy of Hurricane Ike.
My bike has a very small tank, so
Bob’s bike was my personal tanker.
We left about nine Friday
morning so we could be behind the
rush-hour traffic. David Grogan was
supposed to meet Tony and me along
the way, but a court case that could
not be handled without his expertise
kept him away. [I left Charlotte
after four in the afternoon and had
a miserable final leg of my ride
The view from the back porch of rally headquarters, the Ramada Lake Chatuge.
through twisty, deer-infested roads
after dark with a tinted faceshield
and with the temperature in the 40s, followed by a terrific
about 25%, which was consistent with other rallies we
day on Saturday–DG] We met Bob and Marissa in
have run this year. There is no getting away from it: we
South Carolina about an hour and a half after Tony and
are in a recession and even Ducatisti are not immune.
I started, and we all arrived about five minutes apart.
We were catered by Angelo’s pizza this year, and it
Considering it involved four people departing from two
was much better than the chain pizza place we used last
different locations, we scored a home run.
continued on page 17...
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Thirteenth Annual Ducks Fly South Rally, Hiawassee, Georgia

14
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continued from page 13...

Ducks Fly South 2008
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year. We ordered so many pizzas that the delivery lady
had to make two trips to bring them all. That worked out
pretty well, because it allowed those who came a little
later or those who wanted seconds to eat hot pizza. Much
of the food was eaten on the fly as everyone wanted to
go outside and see what bikes were at the rally. There
are always some unusual bikes there, and this year
was no exception. Bob Hancock was there on his Paul
Smart Limited Edition, just to show that old men can
ride extreme sports bikes. He was one tired and sore
puppy by the end of the weekend, but he did smile a lot.
Including Tony and me, we
had three father and son
teams present. Gerhard
and Kevin Alf and Eric
and Will Kinard were
also in attendance. It is
gratifying to see a family
tradition passed down from
father to son or daughter.
Unfortunately, most of
the sons have the same
complaint about fathers:
they are too slow! What is
this world coming to?
After a good night’s
sleep, we left the hotel
around 9 a.m. and headed
for the mountain roads.
We used the same route
we have used the last four
years. It has worked well
and, with the new lunch
destination, flows better.
The weather was perfect for
wearing leathers, the roads
were clean, and the traffic
was fairly light. We stopped
for a few Kodak moments
on our way to the Motor
Company Grill for lunch.
Lunch was speedy since I
remembered to call them a week ahead of time, and they
had enough wait staff to serve us without delay. Score one
for planning.
Our afternoon ride started out fine, but as we headed
for Wayah Road, we found the road blocked by a Harley
rider, who proceeded to let out about 100 more Harleys in
front of us. They then headed down the road at ten miles
per hour under the speed limit! I was not too concerned,
because our turn was about two miles up the road and
we would be done with them. Not so fast, Kemo Sabe.
They headed up Wayah road in front of us. This is a
long, technical road, and there are few places to pass. So
discretion being the better part of valor, I pulled off at the
WINTER 2008

power station and decided to wait about fifteen minutes
for them to make their way without us. Soon, we had
about thirty Ducatis waiting for the same thing.
Back at the hotel, we were very tired and glad to
be back. The gasoline shortage had never reared its
head. Not only did most stations have gas, but my bike
averaged almost 60 mpg, so the small tank did not turn
out to be much of a problem. Our traditional Italian feast
was great as usual, and the company was even better.
We continue to have dealers, shops, and individuals
donate door prizes, so no one goes home empty handed.
NPR Ducati, Atlanta
Triumph Ducati, The
DucShop, Cycle Gear
Atlanta, BellissiMoto,
Jay Moser, Chris
Anderson, and Bubba
Edwards all rose to the
occasion and donated
items for our attendees.
If you frequent any of
these shops, be sure to say
thank you for us. If you do
not, then try to stop by.
After dinner, the
parking lot was busy
all night long for the
obligatory bench racing
and other lies to be told. It
was good to see so many
familiar faces and get to
ride and tell lies together.
I hated to go to bed, but
I was tired and had a
250-mile ride home in the
morning.
Sunday started out a
little cool, but we shortly
had to stop and remove
layers to keep from
overheating. It is amazing
how much heat the body
will build up on tight mountain roads. The ride home was
more direct than the trip up because we all needed to be
home before dark. It is the time of year deer move around
a lot, and dusk riding takes on a new threat. We stopped
in Gastonia for a nice lunch and goodbye to all who had
ridden with us. Tony and I headed home to end a special
trip for us. It was great to visit with all my friends, but
it was extra special because this was the first long trip
Tony and I have made together. It felt good to see how
comfortable he has become with his 900 SS/SP. Now all I
have to do is learn to ride faster so he will not be so bored.
I am sure my wife slept more soundly when we were both
safely home.
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THE CONTINUING SIXTY
NINE SCRAMBLER SINGLE
PROJECT

what it’s really like.” To everyone`s amazement, mine
included, the frame was straight as a string!
The bike has had periods of rest and rust due to other
obligations. A few years ago, Works shocks were acquired
from Paul Bunde, ammo-can “panniers” were added to
make it a mini adventure bike, and a rear rack was made
from an old rack from a Ducati Cadet. Trips to South

story and photos by Craig Ellefson, Member #00380

M

y love of single-cylinder Ducatis started at
E&H Cycle in Spartanburg, South Carolina,
when that was all Ducati made: singles.
Stories of 350s outrunning 650 Triumphs and BSAs in
the mountains piqued my interest. At the time, I was
“chopping” a 700 Enfield/Indian. When I saw the inside
of the Ducati motors—the elegance, precision, and
simplicity—I was hooked.
Being of very modest means (I was working my way
through college), I could not afford a new bike or even
a runner. Bill Epley and Dave Hodges (the E and H of
E&H) allowed me to buy a wrecked ’69 350 Scrambler
for a measly $275 in ’70 or ’71. Front end smashed, forks,
wheel, and frame all bent, but the motor had only 800
miles on it, a true fixer-upper. I decided to rebuild the
frame, but not stock, more “dirt worthy” with a lighter

front end. I studied the dirt bikes of the day and tried
to copy the geometry and weight distribution. To move
the motor “back,” I extended the neck and shortened
the swing arm and moved the upper shock mounts. A
triangulated steering head seemed appropriate, as the
“Featherbed legend” was still alive. Ceriani motocross
forks, English Wassel tank, and Triumph headlight and
fender were adapted, as Brit parts were more available.
I rode it for some time with a 19-inch front wheel, as
the 21-inch I had laced up to a small Japanese hub
(light weight) proved to not stop. Later, a 21-inch wheel
from a 450 RT bought from John Hoffman corrected the
problem.
Years later, I was at Cycle Specialties with the bike,
and the “guys,” John, Dave, etc., got to hoohawing and
said, “Let`s put the Harris wheel aligners on it and see

America were not necessary, as the dirt roads in Oconee
and Greene Counties are adventure enough.
At this time I bought a sand bag, TIG welder, and
an English wheel to see if I could make aluminum bits
for bikes. The rear fender, seat base, and chain guard
were good practice parts. The fender took only five
times to get it right: the metal has been hammered,
wheeled, and annealed so many times it has stress and
fatigue marks visible—part of its charm. The bike had

gotten a bit too much charm recently, as rusty frame,
spokes, steel rear wheel, etc. prompted a refresh (not
a restoration) but with modest means. The frame was
painted, not powdercoated, and I laced the wheels myself
(more learning experiences, after all I’m a homegrown
mechanic etc., not a super craftsman like Marvin
Jensen). The biggest problem was a frozen swingarm
pivot shaft. It had been rotating in the clamps, not the
18
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Just Call Me Joe
(Or Two Days At Carolina
Motorsports Park)
by John Bullard, Member #00272
photos by John Bullard, track photos by Nick Nunez

I

find a day at the track, or in this case two, seems
simple in concept. It’s not much time. And it’s on
a weekend. What else would I be doing, anyway?
Catching up at the office?
How much could it cost? Two bits over $100 per day
to register? A movie for two with snacks and a drink
(if you share) is over $30. Well, the registration fee is
the start. The parts, tires, repairs, motel, travel, etc.
begin to stack the Ben Franklins. The emotional roller
coaster adds drama/trauma to the mix. Since there’s a
cost, how commensurate is the reward? It may be as the
commercial states–priceless.
So here’s my Good and Bad for two days at CMP.
Painful Ugly (crashes) didn’t show its, well, ugly face this
time.
Good: Looking forward almost a year to a two-day track
event with US DESMO, a great club, on a weekend, at
CMP, a great track.

bushings! Success was finally achieved without cutting
(another story). An aluminum skid plate was made to
replace the steel one, completing the aluminum theme.
Six-volt electrics are reliable with new wiring, switches,
total charging (no regulator), and gel battery. The lights
are quite good for 6-volt Italian electrics. The frame,
tank, steel rear fender, etc. were formerly all avocado
green, a non-motorcycle color, “70’s earth ride,” and
I decided to leave the tank that color for sentimental

reasons and leave the pin striping, which was a bit shaky
but had been done by a friend who has since passed on.
The bike starts on the third kick, is quite light, and I
have been enjoying riding through the country roads
here. It should be good for many years to come.
Special thanks to: Marvin; NPR Ducati, Watkinsville,
Georgia; ABC paint, Athens, Georgia; Browns Plating,
Maysville, Georgia; and Oconee Trim Shop, Athens,
Georgia.

together without stripping the wire out of the little plugs;
draining anti-freeze; rolling Allen wrenches between
my fingers until they are raw removing fairing screws
(my next bike will have quick connect fasteners); losing
at least one screw or nylon washer; wondering if the
Phillips-head screws on the tail light will finally strip out
of the plastic if I remove them one more time; bending
fingers backwards and sideways to get that little plug-in,
one-candlepower flashlight bulb out of the front headlight
assembly; wasting time wondering if I should take off the
passenger foot pegs…
Bad: No more excuses for the street bike to look like,
well, a scratch-and-dent, crash-dummy special, with
mixed yellow-panels-spray-painted-sort-of-reddishorange and real red panels, ST-4 left and ST-2 right,
track bike. Hey, maybe an Andy Warhol paint scheme
would complement what’s there.
More Bad: Takes up room in the crowded carport.
More More Bad: It’s an Oriental-produced bike, the
ubiquitous SV650.

Bad (actually the worst part): MIA the whole weekend
from left-at-home, taking-care-of-the-dogs, empty-nestsuffering wife who feels kind of down to begin with.
Good: Recently bought a used race/track bike. No more
prepping and un-prepping the over-weight street bike.
No more busting fingers with those little electrical
connectors I’m never sure I can pull apart and get back
20
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Eastern Cycle
EasternCycleDucati.com

“The Finest in Italian Style
and Engineering”
87 Park Street
Beverly, MA 01915

Phone: 978.922.3707
Fax: 978.927.4868

NPR DUCATI
THE SOUTHEAST’S NEWEST DUCATI DEALER

SOUTH’S LARGEST DUCATI PERFORMANCE INVENTORY
ONE DAY SHIPPING TO MOST OF THE SOUTHEAST
KNOWLEDGABLE & ENTHUSIASTIC STAFF
SAME DAY SERVICING WITH APPOINTMENT
CURRENT MODEL CERTIFIED TECHS
PREMUIM USED BIKE INVENTORY
TRADE-INS WELCOME
RACE AND TRACK SUPPORT
NO ADDED FEES ON NEW BIKE PURCHASES

ASK ABOUT OUR US DESMO
DISCOUNTS AND SPECIALS!
AWARDED NATIONAL NEW DEALER OF THE YEAR BY DUCATI NORTH AMERICA
We are committed to making your Ducati dealer experience as satisfying as your Ducati riding experience.
Decades of passion and know-how have come together to offer you the most knowledgeable and friendly
service you will find anywhere. We’re here to make a difference...
www.NPRDucati.com • 706.310.0002 • 1461 Greensboro Hwy, Watkinsville GA 30677
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Good: It’s a 90º V-twin. It sounds OK.
Sideline Good: Bought a BMW RT (nice bike–pathetic
exhaust sound) so the wife could have a (semi-)throne
and actually go riding for more than ten minutes.
Sideline Bad: Carport really crowded.
Good: Planning ahead (usually a good thing) to
transporting bike to track, I take 4WD S-10 to shop to fix
the one front CV joint with a broken boot. I haven’t the
time to repair it myself and would hate to break down
going to or from the track.
Bad: $1800 later both front CV axles, idler arm, Pittman
arm, front shocks, front rotors, pads, and transmission
lube are replaced, front aligned, rear brakes cleaned, and
brake system flushed; the S-10 is ready to go. (How much
is this weekend going to cost?)
Good: Friend offers the use of his trailer. It provides
low loading height plus room for the ST-4/2 as a backup
if the new/old race bike breaks. I could tow it with the
refreshed S-10, but maybe the old Suburban would be
better.
Bad: Suburban’s turn signals haven’t worked since
helping my son move a couple of months ago. I take to
the shop thinking there is a major wiring issue.
Good: It’s just a fuse and the shop installs a heavyduty flasher relay as well. No charge. So I can take the
Suburban rather than the S-10.
Bad: I just paid the shop $1800 to repair a vehicle I don’t
need to use.
Good: My sister’s ex-husband is my mechanic and gets
some of the money. He’s OK.
Good: Friend
works close
to my house
and brings
his trailer so I
don’t have to
drive 25 miles
to his house.
Bad: The
straps I
ordered 10
days earlier
with “stock
to two-day
shipping”
didn’t ship.
Good: Friend
brings extra
straps with
trailer.
Bad:
Assemble
bike night before leaving. “Improve” upon the previous
owners’ care. Drill a matching hole in the windshield for
the support bracket. I crack the windshield.
Good: Only cracked half-way across. Does that matter at
inspection?
Bad: Worry about inspection the next day. Worry about a
lot of stuff. Worry, worry, worry…
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Bad: Like the old joke adding “in bed” to everything,
I get to add “in the rain”. Leaving work at noon, I load
the bikes in the rain. I pack the car in the rain. I plan
on leaving at 3 p.m., latest. I leave the house at 5 p.m.,
on Friday, in Atlanta, going south on I-285 then east on
I-20, in the rain. The radio traffic reporters laugh while
exclaiming, “There are accidents everywhere in this rain.
Good luck!”
Good: Hhhmmmmm?… Let me think… We need the
rain?
Good: On the way out, I remember to swing by Sports
Authority in the rain to get some long bicycling pants to
go under my leathers so I won’t freeze tomorrow.
Bad: None in the regular section. I check the clearance
section. Ahhh, here’s a perfect pair! I check the size–
women’s medium. God, I hope no one is looking. I could
blame poor signage but, really, it is the clearance section.
How clear does the constantly changing layout have to

be? Also, someone will make a “Here’s your sign” joke or
a Coke-bottle-bottom-for-glasses joke, so I’ll just leave it
alone.
Good: I find what I need in the men’s clearance section.
Bad: My size isn’t marked down.
Good: Find same thing on different rack that is marked
down. Nothing like retail consistency.
Bad: Back on the road, I wait through three long lights
in the rain to make one left turn just to get on I-285.
Traffic is stopped. Windshield fogs up. Not enough Freon
for the defrost to work. Great. My kids drive better cars
than I. I have bikes, though.
Good: The entrance ramp becomes the next exit ramp
which takes me to Home Depot in the rain. I need some
metric screws, nuts, and nylon washers.
Bad: What’s with careless and lazy customers? Is it that
hard to return items to the correct little bins? How did
they ever graduate from kindergarten? You know, round
pegs into round holes, put the toys up before you go home
stuff. I guess the home improvement stores have given up
maintaining those little subdivided drawers. The odds just
don’t work out–4 million customers to 13 hardware clerks.
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Photos by Brian T. Nelson

Ducati • BMW • aprilia • Vespa
1431 Laurens Road, Greenville, SC
(864)232-2269
touringsportducati.com

Good: I find enough of what I need and get back on I285. Traffic, maturing like a once-immobile baby, has
advanced to crawling, in the rain.
Bad: Did I mention it’s raining? Did I mention the
Suburban’s fuse originally blew when towing a trailer
moving my son? At night? In the rain? (To a college I
always rooted against.) Some thought meanders through
my head about doing the same thing expecting different
results equals insanity, and I don’t wonder if it applies
to me. (BTW, I’m very proud of my son keeping the
Hope Scholarship over two years and transferring where

Pete Friedland
running at the
front of the pack

Doug Polen at speed
on the Touring Sport
Ducati 1000

Brad Phillips, Pete Friedland,
Frank Shockley & Doug Polen

Performance
Spoken Here.
2007
Moto-St GSt
National
champion!
Ducati SS1000

Mark Sutton
replaces fried
clutch plates on
a very hot motor
while everyone
anxiously
looks on.

Let us build one for you!
bikes • service • gear • accessories • passion

Ducati

he did. It’s not easy. I just haven’t bought the T-shirt,
baseball cap, and window decal, yet. I’m actually proud of
him for many other reasons.)
Towing during Friday rush hour, in the rain, with
no turn signals, sky darkening, I mumble to the foggy
windshield in futility, straining to somehow communicate
with the confused drivers surrounding me: “Yes, I know
where they are and how to use them. It’s the little
stalk on the left that goes up and down and clicks.” I
desperately want everyone to know they’ve just now
broken. Through mental telepathy, I wish peace and
understanding with my fellow drivers.
Good: There was an AutoZone on the way to Home
Depot where I picked up some fuses in the rain. I’ll
change them when it quits (Ha!) raining.
Good: I decide to relax and not switch lanes in the rain
until away from Atlanta.
Bad: After driving a decade in the rain from Atlanta, it
takes another three or four days to drive from Camden to
Kershaw after 11 p.m. in the rain.
Good: I see the track! I’m close to fresh sheets, hot
shower, and no more windshield wipers!!
Bad: In my excitement I think about honking my horn
really long and waving to everyone camping in the rain
Friday night. I’m sure they want to share my joy.
Good: I think better of it and focus on the droning
wipers. The driver’s side window doesn’t roll down
anyway, raining or not, so I couldn’t wave.
Good: Reservation is confirmed; air conditioner/heater
works with no rattles; shower has plenty of hot water;
WINTER 2008

sleep, a wake up call, then coffee. Yes!
Good: Get to the track with plenty of time–unusual for
me. No more rain.
Bad: Still worrying and nervous–new bike, some new
gear, haven’t been to a track in a while–plus the normal
butterflies.
Good: I had previously burned out all the oil that
migrated into the exhaust when the bike tipped over
a while back. (Note to self: if bike tips over, pick it up
immediately.) I fogged the neighborhood for mosquitoes.
No charge to the neighbors. I started it a couple of days
ago just to make sure, and it didn’t smoke.
Bugs got an undeserved reprieve. (I
wonder why the houses on my street don’t
sell.)
Good: I’ve lost a little weight (Yeah, South
Beach!) and can breathe in my leathers.
Bad: Start bike for first session and it
smokes like a son-of-a-gun. Where does
this oil keep coming from!!!??
Good: After tech inspection, rather than
starting the bike, I had pushed the bike
back to my pit. No one “important” got to
see it smoke and begin the laugh-fest.
Bad: Now, do I start taping up the street
bike and bunging up my fingers or wait for
oil to burn off? How long before the EPA
finds me and fines me? More importantly,
how much humiliation can I handle? How
long before a crowd gathers to jeer and holler for me to
just go ahead, get it over with, rev that sucker and blow
it the rest of the way up!? Get rid of that disgrace-to-realmotorcycling non-Ducati!
Good: Helpful mechanic with foreign accent, without
laughing, asks, “Is that smoke normal?”–giving me the
benefit of doubt that it might be a two-stroke knowing
full well it isn’t. Cool guy with supreme emotional
control trying to help out! With this minimal emotional
connection to another human, I can pretend I also am a
human rather than a humiliated worm.
Bad: I try to explain. His eyes glaze over. I’m a worm.
Bad: I drive to the far side of the parking area, wishing
the wind were blowing away from the pits but it’s not,
hang my head in shame, don’t dare glance over at the
other riders, and hope the oil will eventually burn out.
I’m so embarrassed. When I got permission to bring
the SV, Jim OK’d it but warned me they would point
and laugh. When he forgot my dunce hat at check in, I
incorrectly thought I was off the hook.
Good: The oil actually burns out before the session
is over and I get in a few laps. The session must have
been really long. It felt like I puttered back and forth on
Humiliation Avenue for at least an hour smoking the
place up.
Good: After second session, I finally start to relax. I
forget about the rain, turn signals, burning oil, and new
bike and start the floating/flying rhythm of the track. It’s
as close as I can imagine to flying a WWII fighter without
leaving the ground.
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US DESMO SCHEDULE 2009

Track Day, Monday, March 30, Roebling Road, Savannah, GA.*
Ducks Along The Blue Ridge (DABR), May 1-3, Mt Airy, NC
Track Day, Monday, May 18, Carolina Motorsports Park, Kershaw, SC.
Ducks Head West (DHW), August 7-9, Erwin, TN
Ducks Fly South (DFS), Sept. 18-20, Hiawassee, GA*
Track Weekend, Oct. 10-11, Carolina Motorsports Park, Kershaw, SC.*
Track Weekend, Oct. 31-Nov 1, Roebling Road, Savannah, GA.*

Good: Figure out a new goal. It’s not to get the knee
puck on the asphalt but rather avoid jumpiness when it
does touch down.
Bad: Voice bounces around inside helmet rather
insistently late in the day: You didn’t check your gas like
you promised! You’re for sure not a racer, but this is a
race bike! There is no gas gauge! There is no flashing
yellow reserve light! Pit! Like now!
Good: Close, but made it around. No further
humiliations for the
rest of the day.
Bad: Need a snack
close to midnight.
It’s closing time at
the convenience
store. Sorry, we can’t
take a hundred.
We’re about ready
to close. If you’re
closing, where’s
all the money you
pulled in today?!*
What’s wrong with
$100 bills anyway?
They buy less than
$20s did when I was
a kid. One is barely
enough to fill up the
Suburban. Nobody
likes them. It’s like they are not real. (*I know. I worked
retail. They already closed out the register and really
don’t have the change.)
Good: I actually find $12 to cover the $11.68 for the
snacks and drinks. I can appease the stomach and go to
sleep.
Bad: First session of the second day, I discover someone
stuck extra-heavy springs in my clutch overnight. Boy, do
I ever need to keep exercising. Boy, I’m glad my dirt bike
racing cousins say it’s OK to upshift without the clutch.
Just back off the gas. Boy, I hope they’re not wrong. Boy,
I wonder how I’m going to downshift.
Good: Left hand eventually starts working.
More good: As many people leave early Sunday, the
track becomes more like a private playground. Cool.

*Indicates new event or new dates for traditional events.
see www.usdesmo.com for more information and registration forms

Tom Rolland • 2808 Prenda de Oro NW • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120
email: trolland@webtv.net • http://www.webgrafex.com/ducatibeltbuckles/
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Bad: Saying goodbye to the people when they leave.
Good (maybe the best part): Saturday morning I park
next to a couple of riders who are as generous, helpful,
and thoughtful as can be. One has with him his wife
and his four-year-old son, who has a cool collection of
Matchbox Monster Trucks he shares with other kids. The
other has a four-year-old granddaughter whom he wishes
were there as her mother, his daughter, has recently
passed away. I join them for dinner at Chili’s Saturday
night. I marvel
at life sometimes.
Like now, parking
at random and
ending up next to
these wonderful
people.
I’m not the
clearest speaker,
and they get my
name wrong,
so I am Joe all
weekend. I actually
like the sound of
it. Maybe I should
have been named
Joe rather than
John, Jr., with
all the attendant
expectations of
living up to John, Sr., an impressive and good man.
Hearing “Little Johnny Junior” a gazillion times growing
up probably twisted me a bit.
So, just call me Joe. (But please, not Little Joey
Junior.) And when you ask how much a track day costs,
there may be a slight smirk on my face when I answer.
I’ll not bring up prep, parts, tires, repairs, and driving
time or the emotional ups and downs. You may get
discouraged and not show up. That would be bad. I’ll just
say a little over a $100 a day and hope you’ll show up.
Maybe we’ll have dinner at Chili’s.
But, since no one takes hundreds, there’s no way one
day is only gonna cost a bit over a 100 bucks!
And the reward? What’s it worth to fly for two days
with new-found friends?
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Bench Racing
Tall tales of fact and “friction”

Ride To No Where
by Jim ‘il Capo’ Calandro, Member #00001

T

oday after doing a bunch of club paperwork, I
decided to run into town to drop off the deposits,
mail some membership packets, and check the
post office box. Well, today is late February and it is 62
degrees outside, so I decided it would have to be a bike,
not the car. I have not ridden the ST2 in quite a while, so
I thought I would blow off a few cobwebs and take it out
for these errands. I go to the post office often, and all the
counter staff know me and my bad habits. They always
get a kick when I come in wearing full leathers. They
usually comment about how nice a day it was for a ride.
Of course, I shared with them my problem, that somehow
it was four miles to the post office but thirty-eight miles
home. Gratefully, no one asked me to explain what
this meant.

As I progressed up the road and became reacquainted
with the ST2, I started to get a rhythm. I came to a series
of S-turns but slowed to check on a new road that is just
over the blind crest of the first right. As I did, a cop came
up over the small hill. Had they not added that small
road, I would have been leaned way over and it would
have been obvious I was going faster than the posted
limit. I checked my mirror and did not see any brake
lights, so I rolled on the throttle and caught the next
three turns in quick succession. The day was only
getting better.
As I came to the end of this road where I would turn
left to continue on home, a large truck came up the road
and went on its way right in front of me. Now there is
only one place to pass on this road if you do not have a
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If there was ever a day that explained why
I love to ride, today was it.
I have a series of back roads locally that still have not
seen extensive development, so the curves are still there
and the traffic is not. On my way home, I took a turn onto
a particularly nice road. It has some really great turns
with no driveways or side streets near them. I came to the
four-way stop, and a car had arrived much earlier than
I did and was going to turn onto this nice road ahead of
me. It is all but impossible to pass safely on this road, so
I was doomed. To my great surprise and pleasure, the car
driver waved to me, letting me go before him. The day
was getting better already.
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death wish, so I bided my time and prayed for a clear
path. Well, it was getting late in the day and rush hour
was getting close, so traffic coming at us was starting
to get heavy. We rounded the turn for the passing area
and low and behold no traffic, a fourth gear roll on, and
the truck was history. Man, I was three for three; it just
does not get any better than this. I had run my errand,
blown out the cobwebs on both the bike and my brain,
and caught three traffic breaks. It was clearly time to go
home. If there was ever a day that explained why I love to
ride, today was it.

continued from page 3
order up better weather. The only thing missing was a
JumboTron for our stands.
We start our seventh year and hope all of you have a
good holiday season with lots of Ducati stuff as presents.
Next year will have our traditional seven events and
participation in major events like the International
28

Motorcycle Show bike shows and the Superbike races.
Come ride with us.

Jim
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